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Abstract
This paper deals with the deveopment of the Kinetic Periodic Boundary Conditon (KPBC) for
the computation of the flow through the turbine cascade. The problem of the flow through the
turbine cascade has been approached via the grid-free method route. The main advantage of the
grid free method is its ability to work effectively on any distribution of points. However this
method is limited by the requirement of a good connectivity around a node. Here, a very robust
form of the grid free method called Weighted Least Squares Kinetic Upwind Method (WLSKUM)
has been used to avoid the problem of code divergence due to the bad connectivity.In WLSKUM,
the weights are calculated to diagonalize the least squares matrix A (w) such that the x and y
directions become the eigen directions along which the higher dimensional least squares formulae
reduce to the corresponding one dimensional formulae. The KPBC for the Single passage (SP)
computation of the flow through the cascade has been developed based on the Moment Method
Strategy. The advantage of the KPBC to do the SP computations in place of the Multi passage
(MP) computations has been clearly brought out in the paper. This helps not only in reducing
the computational time and effort, but the grid refinement studies can be easily and effectively
performed using the SP flow computations in place of the MP flow computations.
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INTRODUCTION

Least squares grid-free method has been successfully
used to solve a variety of test flow problems [1, 5, 8, 9].
The main advantage of the grid-free method is its ability to operate on any arbitrary distribution of points.
However, this method does face the problem of bad
connectivity related code divergence [8]. Bad connectivity also causes loss in accuracy of the flow computations. A novel use of the weights in the weighted
least squares method has been made to overcome the
problem of bad connectivity [2]. This novel use of
the weights reduces the multidimensional least squares
formulae to the one dimensional formulae along the
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coordinate directions. This not only mitigates the
problem of bad connectivity but also ensures the LED
property of the least squares formulae [2]. In this paper, the weighted least squares method has been applied to the computation of the flow through the blade
passage of the 4th standard configuration. The flow
through the blade passage differs from the external
flow problems in the application of the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions normally used for
the external flows cannot be directly applied to this
flow problem. The kinetic periodic boundary condition (KPBC) has been developed for the purpose of developing a single passage turbomachinery flow solver.
In this paper, a brief introduction to the weighted least
squares method is given which is followed by flow computations for the test case used for the verification and
validation of the code. It will be followed by the description of the KPBC developed for the purpose. Finally, the results of the computation will be presented
and the need for having 4-5 blades in the cascade for
simulation will be highlighted.
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WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES
GRID-FREE METHOD IN 2-D

where

Least Squares Kinetic Upwind Method (LSKUM)
[5, 6, 1, 9] which is a grid-free method, has been used
to compute the flow field in the cascade. The basic
idea behind the weighted least squares method is to
determine the derivative at a point by minimizing the
weighted sum of the squares of the error. For this, a
point distribution around the node in the computational domain, called the connectivity of the node is
required Consider Fig. 1 showing connectivity of Po .
To get the derivative of the function F (x, y) at point
Po , we expand Fi around point Po in terms of Taylors
series
y,v 2
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However, if the full stencil is used to determine the
derivative, a central-differenced type scheme is obtained which is unconditionally unstable. Upwinding
in grid-free methods is obtained by stencil splitting.
The weights in the weighted least squares method are
determined in such a way that the least squares matrix A(w) reduces to a diagonal matrix. A very simple
method has been developed to calculate the weights
such that the positivity and LED property of the least
squares formulae is retained, while reducing the multidimensional least squares formulae to the corresponding one dimensional formulae.
2.1

Calculation of the weights for two
dimensional least squares formulae
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Fig.1: Connectivity for node o in 2 dimension
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Fig.3: Quadrants for the split stencil of a node
Fig.2: Sketch of an outer boundary

Fi = Fo + (xi − xo )Fx o + (yi − yo )Fy o + O ∆x2 , ∆y 2
(1)
Define the differences
∆xi = xi − xo ,

∆y i = yi − yo ,

∆F i = Fi − Fo

The weighted sum of the squares of errors at point Po
(after truncating Taylors Series in Eq.(1) ) is given by
E=

p
X

wi ∆F i − ∆xi Fxo − ∆y i Fy o

i=1

2

(2)

Minimizing the error E in Eq.(2) with respect to Fxo
and Fy o , we get the following system of linear algebraic equations
A(w) (grad F )To = b

(3)

Consider Fig.3 which shows the four quadrants of
the split stencil normally used for upwinding. The
idea is to make x-axis parallel to an eigenvector of
A (w) for split stencil by suitably determining weights.
It is observed that the product of ∆x and ∆y is always positive in quadrants I and III, while it is always negative in quadrants II and IV. Whenever we
are using x-y splitting, each split stencil involves two
quadrants. One of the quadrants always contributes to
the positive product ∆x∆y while the other quadrant
always contributes to the negative product ∆x∆y.
Suppose we want to find the weights for the least
squares formula when we are using the point distribution in the left stencil (II + III) only. Making use
of the above observation, we can easily obtain the
weights
for the points in the left stencil such that
P
II+III wi (∆xi ∆y i ) = 0 while ensuring that the
weights calculated are always positive. It must be kept
in mind that a primary requirement of a good connectivity of a node is that none of the quadrants shown in
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Fig.3 should be empty. Let wII be the weight assigned
to the points lying in the quadrant II of the stencil
while wIII be the weight assigned to the points lying
in the quadrant III of the stencil. We then enforce


X
X
= 0 (4)
∆xi ∆y i
+ wII
∆xi ∆y i
wIII
II

III

Introduce the notation for cross products,
P
P
III
II
Cxy
= III ∆xi ∆y i ,
Cxy
= II ∆xi ∆y i

where the superscripts II and III on C denote the
quadrants over which the summation is taken and subscript xy to C stands for the fact the cross products
∆xi ∆y i in the x − y plane. The Eq.(4) can now be
re-written as
III
II
wIII Cxy
+ wII Cxy
=0

due to the cases of bad connectivity can be avoided by
using this method. Convergence acceleration has been
obtained by the use of implicit least squares method
with Lower Upper Symmetric Gauss Seidel Method
(LUSGS)[1].
3

Second Order Accuracy via Defect
Correction

To derive second order accurate weighted least squares
formulae for the derivatives, the Taylors
series in

Eq.(2) is truncated to O ∆x3 , ∆y 3 . Then the
weighted sum of the squares of the errors at point
Po is given by
E=

(5)

As per the observations made before
II
Cxy
< 0,

The derivative of the Taylors series in Eq.(2) wrt x
results in

III
Cxy
>0

The solution of Eq. (5) is
II
Cxy
wIII
= − III > 0
wII
Cxy


∆xi 2
Fxx o −
wi ∆F i − ∆xi Fx o − ∆y i Fy o −
2
i=1
2
∆y i 2
∆xi ∆y i Fxy o −
(7)
Fyy o
2

p
X

Fx i = Fx o + ∆xi Fxx o + ∆y i Fxy o + HOT
(6)

From the Eq.(6) above, it is seen that the ratio of the
weights obtained above is always positive as the product ∆x∆y is positive in quadrant III while it is negative in quadrant II. The ratio goes to infinity when the
denominator in the Eq.(6) goes to zero. This can only
happen when the quadrant III is empty, which goes
against our requirement that the quadrant contributing to the derivative at a node must have atleast a
point. Thus, the ratio in Eq.(6) can never go to infinity. Now, choosing one of the weights as 1, the other
weight can be obtained by this calculated ratio. The
similar procedure can be applied to find the weights for
obtaining derivatives using other split stencils, namely
the split stencil I +IV , or the split stencils for ∆yi ≶ 0
In each of these cases, it is observed that the two dimensional least squares formula reduces to the corresponding one dimensional formula in the respective
directions.
Thus the multi-dimensional least squares formulae
reduces to the one dimensional formulae along the coordinate directions[2]. The diagonal matrix A(w) now
obtained can never become singular as long as the
quadrants around the node are non-empty, which is
the requirement for the least squares method. Since
the nature of the matrix A(w) is determined by the
connectivity of the node, the blowing-off of the code

(8)

Multiplying both sides of Eq.(8) by ∆xi and simplifying, we get
∆Fxi ∆xi = ∆xi 2 Fxxo + ∆xi ∆y i Fxy o + HOT

(9)

Similarly, taking the derivative of Eq.(1) wrt y and
simplifying after multiplying both sides of the resulting equation with ∆y i , we get
∆Fy i ∆y i = ∆xi ∆y i Fxy o + ∆y i 2 Fyy o + HOT

(10)

Adding Eq.(9) and Eq.(10) and simplifying, we get
∆xi 2
∆y i 2
Fxx o + ∆xi ∆yi Fxy o +
Fyy o =
2
2

1
∆Fxi ∆xi + ∆Fy i ∆y i
2

(11)

Now substituting Eq.(11) in Eq.(7), we get the modified weighted sum of the squares of error at Po which
is given by
E=

p
X
i=1

where


2
gi − ∆xi Fxo − ∆yi Fy
wi ∆F
o

gi = ∆F i − ∆x ∆Fx i − ∆y ∆Fy
∆F
i
2
2

(12)

(13)

On minimizing the modified weighted sum of the
squares of error at Po wrt Fx o and Fy o , we get the
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second order accurate weighted least squares formula
for the derivatives

a single passage (SP) blade row is shown in Fig. 6. In
the Figs. 5 and 6, the left boundary AB represents
the
inflow boundary where the inflow parameters have

(2)
been specified while the right boundary CD represents
∂F
=
the outflow boundary where the outflow parameters
∂x o
have
been specified. The top boundary AD and the
P
P
P
P
gi − wi ∆xi ∆y i wi ∆y i ∆F
gi bottom boundary BC in the Fig. 5 are situated far
wi ∆y i 2 wi ∆xi ∆F
P
P
P
2
away from the blades so that the effect of the blades
wi ∆xi 2 wi ∆y i 2 − ( wi ∆xi ∆y i )
(14) on the flow at the boundaries AD and BC is negligible. The SP blade domain shown in the Fig. 6 is
If the weights in Eq(14) are chosen as described above
obtained by retaining only a single blade of the linear
in the previous section, the second order weighted LS
cascade, with the two boundaries AD and BC apart
2 D formulae for the derivative reduces to the second
from each other at a distance equal to the pitch of the
order 1 D formulae given by
blade in the cascade. Thus these two boundaries are
actually the periodic boundaries in the interior of the
P
P 0
gi
gi
wi ∆xi ∆F
w i ∆y i ∆F
linear cascade where the flow is identical. The com(2)
(2)
Fx o = P
,
Fy o = P 0
putations for SP and MP cascade have been done to
wi ∆xi 2
w i ∆y i 2
validate the KPBC for the SP calculation.
(15)
D
It is important to note that the 1-D formulae in
gi given by Eq.(13).
Eq.(15) are having the modified ∆F
The weights in each of the formulae for Fx o and Fy o
are different, depending upon the split stencils used to
calculate weights in each formula as described in the
Top Boundary
Right Boundary
(Outflow)
previous section.
P2

4

THE TEST CASE

The test case selected for the code validation is
the transonic flow test case having the 4th standard
configuration[11]. The sketch of the blade configuration is shown in the Fig. 4. The blades of this configuration are highly cambered and have a blunt trailing
edge. The pitch to chord ratio (τ ) specified for this
configuration is 0.76 while the stagger angle (γ) for
this configuration is 56.6o The main design require-

C
A

Left Boundary
(Inflow)
P1

Bottom Boundary

γ

B
c
M1

Fig.5: Multi passage(MP) computational domain of
4th standard configuration

Pressure Surface

−β1
τ
Suction Surface

M2

5

−β2

5.1

Fig.4: Sketch of the Turbine Blade of 4th standard
configuration
ment of the cascade is to turn the flow through the
required angles with minimum losses [3]. The computational domain for the multi passage (MP) blade row
is shown in Fig. 5 while the computational domain for

THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Brief theory of Kinetic Outer Boundary
Condition (KOBC)

The Kinetic Outer Boundary Condition ( KOBC ) [10]
has been used to enforce the inflow and the outflow
boundary conditions. The main advantage in using
the KOBC for the inflow and outflow boundaries is
that the points on these boundaries are updated in a
usual way as the interior points and the same boundary condition is valid irrespective whether the flow
at the boundary is subsonic, transonic or supersonic.
This boundary condition, like the kinetic flux vector
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n

U n+1 = U − ∆t

Right Boundary
(Outflow)

P2
Top Boundary
(Periodic)

ary:



∂F IV
∂G+
∂F III
+
+
0
0
∂x
∂x
∂y 0



(18)

where
C

G+ =

RRR

ψFout v20 dv10 dv20 dI

v20 >0

F III =
A

ψFout v10 dv10 dv20 dI

v10 >0,v20 >0

F IV =
Left Boundary
(Inflow)

RRR

P1

Bottom Boundary
(Periodic)

n

U =

RRR

v20 <0

ψFout v10 dv10 dv20 dI

v10 <0,v20 >0
ψFin dv10 dv20 dI

+

RRR

ψFout dv10 dv20 dI

v20 >0

and ψ is the moment vector of collision invariants.

B

Fig.6: Single passage(SP) computational domain of
4th standard configuration
split schemes, is derived using the moment method
strategy which is a link between the Boltzmann equation at the microscopic level and the continuum equations of fluid dynamics ( the Euler equation and the
Navier Stokes equation ) at the macroscopic level[7].
Consider an arbitrary outer boundary as shown in
Fig. 2 with a point P shown on it. x − y is the global
coordinate system while x0 − y 0 is the local coordinate system. Consider the Boltzmann equation in the
Euler limit in the local coordinate frame x0 − y 0 .
∂F
∂F
∂F
+ v10 0 + v20 0 = 0
∂t
∂x
∂y

(16)

The Maxwellian velocity distribution function at the
point P on the outer boundary is split into two parts
based on the direction of the propagation
of inforS
mation ie. FP = Fin (v20 < 0) Fout (v20 > 0) Here
FP (v20 < 0) corresponds to the information being
brought into the domain and is obtained from the free
stream conditions ie. Fin (v20 < 0) = F∞ (v20 < 0) while
the other part Fout (v20 > 0) corresponds to the information going out of the domain. It is to be noted that
no time update is required for the Maxwellian bringing
information about the free stream conditions into the
computational domain. Now, the CIR splitting of the
Boltzmann equation at the point P on the boundary
gives us
∂FP
v 0 + |v10 | ∂Fout
+ 1
+
∂t
2
∂x0
v10 − |v10 | ∂Fout
∂Fout
+ v20
2
∂x0
∂y 0

RRR

= 0 (17)
v20 >0

Taking moments of Eq. 17, we get the state update
formula for the point P located on the farfield bound-

5.2

Inflow and outflow boundary conditions

KOBC described above has been used to enforce the
inflow and the outflow boundary conditions for the
computation of the flow through the blade passage.
Consider the Figs. 5 and 6. In both these figures,
the boundaries AB and CD are the inflow and the
outflow boundaries respectively of the computational
domain. In case of the SP domain shown in the Fig. 6,
boundaries AD and BC are the periodic boundaries
and the boundary condition for these boundaries is
explained in the next section. In case of the MP domain shown in the Fig. 5, boundaries AD and BC are
located far away to minimize the effect of the boundaries on the computed flow in the domain. The flow
enters the computational domain from the boundary
AB and leaves the domain from the boundary CD.
As per KOBC, at the point P 1 on the inflow boundary AB, the Maxwellian is split into two parts, Fin
and Fout . Fin corresponding to v20 < 0 brings information from the free stream into the computational
domain. Hence Fin at this point is obtained from
the entry conditions at the inflow boundary AB. The
other part of the Maxwellian corresponding to v20 > 0
carrying information from inside the domain to outside is obtained from the flow variables computed in
the previous iteration. Hence it is necessary to time
update the Maxwellian Fout at the point P 1. Finally
substituting these half Maxwellians in the Eq. 17 and
taking moments, we get the state update formula for
the boundary point P 1. Similar procedure is applied
for the point P 2 located on the outflow boundary. The
Maxwellian Fin at the point P 2 on the outflow boundary is constructed from the outflow conditions specified at the exit of the flow domain. The Maxwellian
Fin at CD cannot be determined because the flow
outside CD is not known. What is known on CD are
only M2 and α2 . To determine Fin , we need to know
ρCD and pCD which are extrapolated from the interior data. Thus no assumption on back pressure or on
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isoentropy is made in the present treatment of outflow
boundary condition.
5.3

per KPBC, the new Maxwellian is now constructed
using the information partly from S and partly from
R. It is now clear that in this case, the time update
of both parts of the Maxwellian ie. Fin and Fout has
to be done. Substituting the constructed Maxwellians
in the Eq. 16, followed by CIR splitting, we get

The Kinetic Periodic Boundary
Condition (KPBC)

The periodic boundary condition is used either to simulate a small part of an infinitely large domain or a
domain with periodicity as in a cascade. In case of
a cascade, the entire computational domain is in the
form of a cylinder, which has been cut open along a
line as shown in the Fig. 7(a) to form a linear cascade
shown in the Fig. 5. A single blade is taken from this
linear MP cascade to compute the SP flow in the domain shown in the Fig. 7(b) with E 00 E 0 and F 00 F 0 as
the inflow and the outflow boundaries and E 00 F 00 and
E 0 F 0 as the top and the bottom periodic boundaries
respectively. The points P 00 and P 0 on the top and
the bottom boundaries are the points having identical
flow variables. The details of the connectivity region
of the point P 00 are shown in Fig. 7(c). The R region
of the connectivity of the point P 00 on the top boundary (E 00 F 00 ) shown in Fig. 7(b) is exactly the R region
of the connectivity of the point P 0 located on the bottom boundary (E 0 F 0 ). Similarly, the S region of the
connectivity of the point P 0 on the E 0 F 0 is exactly the
S region of the connectivity of the point P 00 located
on E 00 F 00 . To apply the KPBC at the point P 00 on the

∂Fout v10 + |v10 | ∂Fout v10 − |v10 | ∂Fout
∂Fout
=0
+
+
+ v20
0
0
∂t
2
∂x
2
∂x
∂y 0 v0 >0
2
(19)
∂Fin v10 + |v10 | ∂Fin v10 − |v10 | ∂Fin
∂F
in
+
+
+ v20
=0
∂t
2
∂x0
2
∂x0
∂y 0 v0 <0
2
(20)
Combining the two equations, we get

 0
v10 − |v10 | ∂Fin
∂FP 00
v + |v10 | ∂Fin
0 ∂Fin
+ 1
+
+
v
+
2
∂t
2
∂x0
2
∂x0
∂y 0 v0 <0
2
 0

v1 + |v10 | ∂Fout
v10 − |v10 | ∂Fout
0 ∂Fout
+
+ v2
=0
2
∂x0
2
∂x0
∂y 0 v0 >0
2
(21)
Now taking moments of the Eq. 21, we get the state
update formula for the points located on the periodic
boundary
U n+1 = U n −∆t
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Fig.7: Schematic of the computational domain of the
cascade
top boundary, the Maxwellian at this point is split into
two parts : Fin (v20 < 0) and Fout (v20 > 0). Fin in the
normal KOBC brings information from the free stream
into the domain. In this case, however, it brings information from the connectivity region R of the point
P 0 shown in the Fig. 7(b). Fout carries information
from the connectivity region S of the top boundary
point P 00 to the point P 0 located on E 0 F 0 . Thus as

  I

∂F III
∂F IV
∂F
∂F II
+
+
+
+
∂x0
∂x0
∂x0
∂x0

∂G+
∂G−
+
(22)
∂y 0
∂y 0

which can be further simplified to
 +

∂F
∂F −
∂G+
∂G−
n+1
n
+
+
+
U
= U − ∆t
∂x0
∂x0
∂y 0
∂y 0
(23)
where F + = F II + F III and F − = F I + F IV

I

A
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As stated earlier, the test case corresponding to the
4th standard configuration[11] has been used to validate the code. This test case has been run on the
various cascade geometries consisting of single, double, tripple and quadruple blade passages. The results
of the flow computations have been presented here.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 shows the pressure contours over the
turbine blade in a single passage and multi passage
cascade respectively. Both these computations have
been done by weighted LSKUM, the convergence being accelerated by the LUSGS method in the grid-free
framework [1]. Fig. 10 shows the flow computation
through the MP cascade. This computation has been
done using 19150 nodes in the domain. Though the
top and the bottom boundaries are far away from the

WLSKUM for computation of flow through blade bassage with KPBC

top-most and the bottom-most blade in the computational domain, the effect of the boundaries is still
felt at these blades, which is clearly visible from the
pressure contours on these blades. It is interesting
to note that the inner two blades on the other hand
are shielded from the effect of the boundaries. As a
result, the periodicity has been obtained in the flow
through the innermost blade passage. It is clear that
if the computation is performed using more blades
in the cascade, the innermost blades in the cascade
will be more effectively shielded from the effect of the
boundaries and an accurate periodic flow will be established in the innermost blade passage. However,
this type of computation is more expensive and time
consuming as the number of nodes in the domain increases in proportion to the number of blades and it
will be expensive to do the grid independent studies.
To overcome this problem, the KPBC has been developed. Fig. 11 shows the MP results generated by the
SP computations using only 7081 nodes in the computational domain. It is observed that the pressure
contours obtained in the SP computations in Fig. 11
are identical with the pressure contours obtained in
the innermost passage of the MP cascade shown in
the Fig. 10. In an attempt to validate the KPBC,
the same test case was run for the 4-blade cascade
with the use of the KPBC. The pressure contours obtained by this run have been plotted in Fig. 12. These
results are almost identical with the MP results generated by the SP computations shown in Fig. 11 thereby
validating the KPBC. The isoentropic mach number
distribution over the blade in the cascade has been
plotted in the Fig. 13. It has been compared with the
experimental results given in the literature [11] and
the computations performed by Napolitano etal [4].
The results show a good comparison with the experimental results. Fig. 14 depicting the stream lines of
flow through the cascade shows the turning of the flow
through the required angle by the cascade.
7

CONCLUSION

Results of the steady flow computations through the
turbine cascade of 4th standard configuration have
been presented. Numerical results presented show the
need to have atleast four to five blades (three to four
blade passages) in the cascade for the flow computations. To reduce the computation time and effort, it is
necessary to avoid the MP computations so that the
desired results can be obtained by a SP computation.
The KPBC has been developed and validated successfully for this purpose. This not only saves the computational time and effort, but grid refinement studies
can be easily and efficiently performed using SP flow
computations.
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Fig.8: Pressure Contours : Monoblade Cascade
pressure 1.04983
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Fig.9: Pressure Contours : Quadblade Cascade
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